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ABSTRACT 

Microchannel cooling is a popular solution to high heat rejection requirements of today’s high power 

electronic devices. Microchannel heat sinks provide very high heat transfer coefficients because of their small 

hydraulic diameters. Heat transfer inside a microchannel heat sink depends on the flow distribution inside the 

microchannels. Research in this field is important for different applications in micro system technology including 

microreactors, micro scaled cooling systems of electronic devices etc. In this study, an experimental investigation 

of fluid flow in microchannel is studied with a trapezoidal header with two types of inlet fluid configuration viz. 

perpendicular inlet and inline inlet configuration for various flow rates. From the study it was found that 

perpendicular inlet fluid configuration gives less maldistribution than inline inlet fluid configuration. 

Keywords— Microchannel, header, perpendicular inlet, inline inlet,  flow maldistribution. 

INTRODUCTION 

Microchannels received popularity in applications, where very high heat transfer rates are very necessary. 

These micro heat exchangers or heat sinks feature  extremely high heat transfer surface area per unit volume ratios, 

high heat transfer coefficients, and low thermal resistances . In biological and life sciences, microchannels are used 

widely for analyzing biological materials such as proteins, DNA, cells, embryosand chemical reagents . Various 

microsystems such as micro-heat sinks, micro-biochips, micro-reactors and micro-nozzles have been developed in 

recent years.  With considering the practical applications of the microchannel heat exchanger, such as PDAs, 

mobile electronics, or notebook computers, the microchannel cooling system should be designed within the range 

of the pumping pressure and flow rate of the pump suitable for those applications. 

     An advance in fuel-cell technology also requires the design of compact and enhanced micro heat exchange 

devices. The study of microchannels for use in heat exchanger applications was started in 1981 when Tuckerman 

and Pease produced a publication that outlined the benefits of using small diameter channels for cooling of very-

large-scale integrated circuits. They noted that as the hydraulic diameter of a channel decreases, the heat transfer 

coefficient increases. Nominally, microchannels can be defined as channels whose dimensions are less than 1 

millimeter and greater than 1 micron. Kulkarni et al. investigated the effects of mass flow maldistribution in 

microchannel evaporators by using a simulation model, employing approximate analytical approaches for 

comparing fundamentally different design concepts. Wang performed an experimental study in bipolar plates which 

is in fuel cells and found that Non-uniform flow distribution leads to non-uniform electrochemical reactions and 

causes critical issues of flooding, drying and hotspots. 

Manoj Siva et al. performed an experimental and numerical study in flow maldistribution in parallel 

microchannel systems, which is supposed to have an adverse effect on hot spot formation and temperature 

distribution in microelectronic devices. From a numerical study a best possible configuration was proposed to 

reduce the flow maldistribution and hot spot formation in microchannel cooling system. Reiyu et al. carried out 

numerical simulation in microchannel heat sinks. From the numerical study, it was identified that better heat sink 

performance can be achieved when the coolant is supplied and collected vertically. Tompkins et al. performed a 

numerical study in microchannel tube and reported that  mal distribution may be  due to manifold design or due to a 

natural preference of flow field. A lot of research has been carried out on numerical simulation of flow 

maldistribution in microchannels when compared to experimental investigations. In the present work, experimental 

analysis has been performed to analyze flow maldistribution in microchannel heat sink with trapezoidal header. 

Two types of fluid inlet configuration viz perpendicular inlet configuration and inline inlet configuration have been 

considered.  

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

    The experimental setup comprises of 25 number of rectangular microchannels machined on aluminium 

cold plate by wire electric discharge machining process. The trapezoidal header which distributes the fluid in to the 
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channel was made by CNC milling process. The trapezoidal header of 10 mm to 3 mm width was machined with 

two different inlet configurations like perpendicular inlet configuration and inline inlet configuration. The header 

and the channel were bolted together.  An acrylic plate was placed on the setup to view the fluid flowing   into the 

channel. Prior to start the experiments, the microchannel was tested for any leak. After ensuring leakproof 

condition   the experiments were carried in microchannel with deionized water as working fluid. Figure 1and 2 

shows trapezoidal header of perpendicular inlet flow configuration, inline inlet flow configuration. Figure 3 show 

microchannel test section  

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

   Experiments were carried in microchannel with water for two types of fluid inlet configuration of headers. 

A peristaltic pump was used to supply the water to the channel with proper filtration to remove the impurities in the 

water before it is sent to the channel,  as shown in figure 4.The water was collected from  each channel for 3 

minutes by using measuring jar and a  stopwatch. The mass flow rate was found by digital weighing machine. The 

experiments were repeated for several times for various flow rates of 30 kg/hr to 70 kg/hr.  

  
Fig. 1. Perpendicular inlet flow configuration Fig.3. Inline inlet flow configuration 

 

  
Fig. 3. Microchannel test section Fig. 4. Photographic view of Experimental set up 

   Experiments were carried out with trapezoidal header with two types of flow inlet configuration for various 

flow rates.  Channel wise flow rate is presented in terms of Normalised flow rate as defined by Anbumeenakshi et al. 

The normalized flow rate is the ratio of channel flow rate to the average flow rate in each channel. If the value of 

normalized flow rate is one then that channel flow rate is equal to the average flow rate. It is inferred that channel 

does not has any flow maldistribution.  If the value lies less than 1 or greater than 1 then there exists some flow 

maldistribution. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

     Experiments were carried out with two different inlet configurations of the headers and for various flow 

rates of 30 kg/hr to 70 kg/hr.  Figure 5 and 6 show the channel wise normalized flow rate for trapezoidal header of 

10 mm to 3 mm width respectively, showing flow maldistribution. 
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Fig. 5 Channel wise flow rate for inline inlet flow 

configuration. 

Fig. 6 Channel wise flow rate of perpendicular  inlet 

flow configuration. 

In view of quantifying maldistribution, maldistribution is expressed as percentage absolute mean deviation. 

If the value of percentage absolute mean deviation is less, then more uniform the flow is. 

 
Figure 7 shows the variation of percentage absolute mean deviation with inlet flow rate. It was found that as 

the flow rate increases percentage absolute mean deviation decreases. It was also inferred that trapezoidal header of 

perpendicular inlet flow configuration gives less maldistribution than inline inlet flow configuration. This is due to 

the reason that jet impingement and reverse flow take place in inline  inlet flow configuration. 

 
Fig.  7 Effect of flow rate on maldistribution on  absolute deviation 

CONCLUSIONS 

   An experimental study has been carried out to investigate the effect of inlet configuration on flow 

maldistribution in microchannel heat sink. Experiments were carried out with trapezoidal header and two inlet 

configurations namely perpendicular inlet and inline inlet. Deionized water was used as working fluid. The inlet 

fluid configuration of the header plays a significant role in flow maldistribution. More maldistribution was found 

for the inline inlet flow configuration than the perpendicular inlet flow configuration. This is due to the reason that 

jet impingement and reverse flow take place in inline inlet flow configuration. The experiments also indicate that as 

the flow rate of the fluid increases the flow maldistribution decreases.  
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